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Welcome to the 2020 winter issue of “CLEW News:” the newsletter of 

the Coverage, Litigators, Educators and Witness Interest Group 

(CLEW). 
 

This edition of the newsletter will focus on “Educators.”   Webster de-

scribes ‘educate’ as ‘to provide with schooling and/or to provide with 

information.’  ‘Educators’ are typically thought of as ‘teachers or in-

structors.’  Many of us function as teachers or educators – whether it 

be in a University Insurance Program and/or teaching various CPCU or 

insurance courses.  But as CPCUs, we are involved in educating or in-

structing others within the industry, clients, and/or customers in the 

nuances and intricacies of insurance based on the job functions and 

roles we have every day.  When you think about it, insurance is one of 

the least understood topics and viewed by many outside of our indus-

try as a necessary evil.  Promoting and educating others in the role that 

insurance plays in driving and supporting firms and households to pur-

sue their goals and objectives is what CPCUs and insurance profession-

als do day in and day out.   
 

Whether you work as an Educator – or are engaged in educating indi-

viduals as a producer, underwriter, claims person, or attorney, your 

role is critical in supporting the insurance industry and the Society of 

CPCU.  And you will find this edition of the newsletter timely and help-

ful.  Our goal is to continue to provide you the type of technical educa-

tion, information, and resources that you can use.  We welcome com-

ments, suggestions and submissions for future articles from members 

of the CLEW IG and anyone interested in topics related to insurance 

coverage, litigation, education and witnesses.  Please contact CLEW 

News editor-in-chief, Michael Gay at:  

 mchael@michaelgayconsulting.com or 

CLEW chair at: 

 casconsulting.llc@gmail.com. 

mailto:michael@michaelgayconsulting.com


This quote (made famous in the movie Apollo 13) is a misquote from what Astronaut Jack Swigert 

actually said (“Houston, we’ve had a problem.”) when he told NASA Mission Control of the explo-

sion that had crippled their spacecraft. But allow me to use the better-known movie quote.  

 

We (the insurance industry) have a problem – a serious one. At some point in time, our industry 

must have concluded that insureds don’t care about coverage, but would rather base their purchas-

ing decisions only on “faster, better, and cheaper”.  The problem is the consumer has no concept of 

what that means. They do not understand their exposures to loss or how insurance can protect 

them. Few, it would seem, want to take the initiative to tell them. The “faster, better, cheaper” 

mantra needs clarification: Faster than what? Better than what? Cheaper than what?  

 

It would also seem, based on the industry’s commercials, that insurers have decided customers pre-

fer being entertained by geckos and emus, rather than being educated about what they actually 

need to protect themselves properly. (Slight kudos to State Farm, who at least has delved into the 

burning question of whether or not Cheryl’s she-shed is covered.)  Why would insurance companies 

rather parade geckos and emus across the TV screen than educating consumers on the value of in-

surance, and the protection it provides? This writer doesn’t know. 

 

The industry has long lamented that insurance has been turned into a commodity. It has no one to 

blame but themselves. This commoditization of insurance has done our customers no favors, and 

sullied our collective reputations. Consumers shouldn’t be encouraged to buy only what they 

“need”, since they do not know what they need. Sadly many will learn that  “the bitterness of no 

coverage is remembered long after the sweetness of low price is forgotten.” So, instead of cute 

geckos and crazy emus, why not tell the consumer about their exposures and how to protect them 

with good coverage at a reasonable cost?  

(continued on page 3) 
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Houston… We Have a Problem! (continued) 

Here is some anecdotal evidence of how truly uninformed consumers are. (These are 

sample questions from Quora, a question and answer website where questions are 

asked, answered, and edited by internet users.) 

 

• If you park your vehicle in the woods, will the insurance company pay when a tree 

falls on it? 

• Why do red car drivers have higher insurance rates? 

• Is insurance of any kind actually necessary? 

• Will homeowners insurance pay to upgrade the electrical wiring in my house? 

• Should car insurance companies be allowed to make profits since we’re forced to 

buy policies and in most cases don’t need it? 

• Will homeowner’s insurance cover my time for redecorating after repairs from a 

claim? 

• Do insurance companies keep lists of unlucky people that regularly get into acci-

dents to avoid insuring them in the future? 

• And perhaps the worst: How frequently do insurance agents lie to meet their 

sales targets? 

 

Some of these might be funny if they weren’t so sad.  

 
Agents cannot simply wag their fingers at the carriers either. The local airwaves are 

full of agents telling consumers that if they will buy from their agency, they will save 

money, thereby contributing to the commoditization of insurance. Sadly, many 

agents don’t know much more about what they are selling than consumers do about 

what they are buying. All that is necessary to get an agent’s license is a few hours in a 

pre-licensing course, a short exam, and just like that, one is a “professional” insur-

ance agent. In North Carolina, for example, it only takes twenty hours of prelicensing 

study (per license type) and pass a fairly basic exam.  Compare that with the fifteen 

hundred hours needed to be a hair dresser.  Really? Is the desired haircut and proper 

hair color more important than having one’s assets protected? 

 

Limited pre-licensing requirements, lack of formalized learning, continuing education 

classes that are little more than entertainment masquerading as instruction, and no 

apparent concern on the part of the insurers who have appointed these agents all 

point to a serious problem. Is it any wonder that E&O litigation against agents for fail-

ure to procure, advise, and provide coverage is skyrocketing? 

(continued on page 4) 
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Houston… We Have a Problem! (continued) 

As I said, “Houston, we have a problem.”  But it’s not one for which 

there are no solutions. Several come to mind: 

 

• Regulators should raise the prerequisites to get licensed and in-

crease the continuing education requirements for agents. 

• Carriers should spend their money advertising less and training 

their agents more. 

• Carriers and agents should stop commoditizing insurance. Insur-

ance is not a commodity that can be reduced to the simplistic for-

mula of faster, better, or cheaper. 

• Agents and insurance companies should produce public service 

announcements that inform the consumer, rather than trying to 

entertain them. 

• Insurance companies should quit featuring cute animals and cars 

flying into second floors of homes. Instead communicate the seri-

ousness of exposures to loss and how the industry can help the 

insured address them. 

• CPCUs could use their considerable expertise and influence in the 

industry to sound the clarion call to stop this foolishness. 

 

So the next time Flo, the gecko, or the emu commercials come on your 

television, don’t laugh. It’s time that we get serious about what is a 

serious business – informing and protecting our customers from po-

tentially catastrophic exposures. 
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Q&A With the Insurance Library 

Instructors  

by Paul Tetrault, JD, CPCU, ARM, AIM 

The Insurance Library of Boston has been providing risk management and insurance edu-

cational offerings for more than a century, and today offers a full range of courses to meet 

the needs of every professional in the field. The library’s instructors are a mix of industry 

veterans and discipline specialists who share a passion for sharing their knowledge and 

experience for the benefit of those who take their classes and webinars. 

 

For this special issue, instructors Marc Cleary, CPCU, ARM; Robin Federici, AAI, ARM, AINS, 

AIS, CPIW;  Herb Fuchs; Ed Katersky, CPCU, ARM, CSP; Abigail Krueger, CPCU, AIC, ARM; 

Michael Kelly, AIC, ARM; Mark Plesha, CPCU; William Wilson, CPCU, ARM, AIM, AAM, and 

Holly Woods were asked to share some information, advice and insights from their experi-

ence as educators. 

 

From your perspective as an instructor, what/how do you see the value in insurance ed-

ucation? 

 

Marc Cleary: I like to draw the distinction between training and education. All insurance 

companies “train” their employees. Training involves showing employees how to perform 

various tasks vital to company operations. Training is company specific to the tasks an em-

ployee is expected to perform. Few companies “educate their employees.” Education in 

volves the “why” they performed the tasks of which they are hired to perform. Education  

(continued on page 6) 
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is universal to the industry and is crucial to the success of the training the 

employee receives. It is education that we offer at the Insurance Library. 

Education provides meaning to the task and perforce makes work more 

interesting for the employee, which promotes long term employment. 

 

Robin Federici: Formal education provides insurance professionals with 

the knowledge they need to properly identify consumer’s exposures, ex-

plain how and what we can transfer to an insurer, suggest appropriate 

policy forms and endorsements and continue to provide long-term ser-

vice. 

 

Herb Fuchs: I have never been a believer in “rote” learning. Better to also 

understand underlying insurance principles and how your job responsibil-

ities reinforce those principles and your organization’s goals.  

 

Ed Katersky: There was no question that to get ahead in the insurance 

industry you had to learn the industry, the coverages, the process of the 

industry and, over time, the application of the principles of risk manage-

ment process and where insurance fits into risk management. All of this 

required continued insurance/risk management education throughout 

my career.  

 

Abby Krueger: To paraphrase a bumper sticker, “if you think education is 

expensive, consider ignorance.” Insurance needs educated professionals. 

The assets of the world depend on this industry’s ability to protect them, 

and poor understanding or rote learning result in poor results.   

 

Michael Kelly: Insurance people are professional, and everyone in our 

industry can benefit by investing in their profession. It separates individu-

als from those who just want a job. 

 

Mark Plesha: This will sound coarse and defensive, but I think in today’s 

world, taking courses and having a designation (or two) after your name 

means more than it used to. The days of angling for a promotion by buy- 

ing lunch or letting the boss cheat at golf are long gone. Objective meas- 

urement standards are sought to justify promotions, advancements (and 

lack of them), and demotions or terminations. Think of two underwriters  

(continued on page 7) 
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starting out the same day. After a few years they are equal in performance, but one now 

has the AU designation and two CPCU courses under his belt. Who has the edge? Who is 

getting promoted? And if the boss’s decision is challenged, all she has to do is point to 

those little initials. 

 

Bill Wilson: There’s no room to elaborate here, but I believe there has been a serious 

downgrade in the quality of insurance education since the introduction of mandatory CE 

laws. I find that many agents and even underwriters and adjusters do not understand 

the policy forms they sell and service. In our industry, everything we do begins with as-

sisting the public in identifying their unique loss exposures and properly insuring or risk 

managing them. 

 

Holly Woods: I am of the belief that you can never have too much knowledge, especially 

with the ever evolving world of insurance. I love teaching the basic insurance classes as 

it gives me an opportunity to influence those new to the industry and hopefully instill in 

them the passion and desire to learn and continue their education. As new products are 

added and as changes are made to legislation, it is extremely important to have educa-

tional resources available. Additionally, providing the ability for continuing education 

credits is extremely valuable; students can learn and earn credits at the same time. 

 

What advice would you give to early career professionals? 

 

Marc Cleary: My advice would be to always remain flexible and receptive to change. This 

includes being aware of innovation which has not yet reached your company. Continual-

ly hone your skills and maintain your technical proficiency so you are ready when inno-

vation occurs. 

 

Robin Federici: Become a student of the business by knowing the forms and endorse-

ments of the companies you represent or work for. This knowledge gives you confi-

dence and will make you stand out in the crowd. I hate to say it, but very few profes-

sionals seem to have any idea what the contracts they sell/service provide. Education is 

power! 

 

Herb Fuchs: Differentiating yourself within your organization is vital to long-term suc-

cess. Those who perform over and above what’s required will be recognized and re- 

(continued on page 8) 
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Q&A With the Insurance Library Instructors (continued) 



warded over the long term. Achieving a solid base of insurance education 

is one way of demonstrating your seriousness and commitment to your 

field. Many worthwhile programs are available from “The Institutes” with 

well written text books, course guides and the option of online or in-

person classes through the library. 

 

Ed Katersky: Learn as much as you can about the insurance/risk manage-

ment industry and seek a mentor to help guide you thru your career.  

 

Abby Krueger: Foster your relationships, not because it’s good for your 

future career but because this is how you find the people you will be hap-

py around. Enjoy the puzzles, don’t accept “that’s just the way it is,” in-

stead, try to figure it out — for example — read the policy! Speak confi-

dently, by developing good understanding. Pursue your education in clas-

ses outside your workplace, don’t settle for on line or just company 

offered classes this will develop you. 

 

Michael Kelly: Work hard and study everything you can. Pick the brains of 

the senior members of the staff and take courses to expand your 

knowledge. 

 

Mark Plesha: Start early before life intrudes; it will. 

 

Bill Wilson: Know your product and your target markets and develop the 

skills you need to accomplish that. Whether you’re an agent or broker 

(sales or service, retail or wholesale), underwriter, adjuster, consultant, 

risk manager, attorney, expert witness, etc., you have to understand your 

product and those of your competition. From the standpoint of soft skills 

and career advancement, the ability to effectively communicate is a criti-

cal skill to develop. That’s true for both public speaking and writing skills. 

Also, personal management skills are important, identifying priorities and 

devoting time to achieving them. 

 

Holly Woods: I would offer early career professionals to never become 

complacent with their position — always strive to achieve more and aim 

as high as they can see. In doing so, professional development can defi-

nitely assist them in achieving their goals. Professional designations are 

an excellent way to prove their knowledge and improve their resume.
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Looking for Learning in All the Wrong 
Places: The State of Insurance CE Today 

 

   by Bill Wilson, CPCU, ARM, AIM, AAM  

About 30 years ago, I attended an Education Committee meeting at the South-

ern Agents Conference in Atlanta. Mandatory continuing education (CE) had 

really just gotten started in some states. At this meeting, legendary insurance 

educator Bob Ross of the Florida Big I literally stood on his chair at the confer-

ence table and declared that mandatory CE would be the death of quality ed-

ucation. Has his prediction come true? 
  

A colleague related a recent experience to me last week. He went to one of 

the best known online insurance CE websites and signed up for a course enti-

tled "Consumer Insurance." He registered as a new user in their system, pe-

rused their course catalog, signed up for the course, skipped the course mate-

rial, took the test, and earned 3 hours of CE credits. All in 16 minutes. 
  

He was also able to save the exam and email it to me (and, of course, anyone 

else taking the course). The test was loaded with vaguely worded questions 

and misspelled words and insurance terms (like "vessals" and "ordinance IN 

law" coverage). For some test questions, no right answer was listed or more 

than one answer was correct. 
  

In the spirit of one-upmanship, I told him about my experience 15 years ago 

when online CE was just getting started. I registered at a vendor’s website 

and, like him, went straight to the test. I forget the exact total time required 

to register and take the 50-question test, but it was around a half hour I think 

and definitely less than an hour. The CE credit for this personal auto course? 

25 HOURS. To quote the late Jack Paar, "I kid you not." 
  

Afterwards, I browsed the material and it was full of general consumer-type 

information taken directly from the Insurance Information Institute. The 

hours of CE credit granted by the state DOI were based on a word count, with 

complete disregard to the level of difficulty of the material.  
  

One thing I remember about this vendor was that they used what they called 

“Split Screen Technology.” What that meant was, while you were taking the 

test on one side of the screen, you could view the course content that went 

with that test question topic on the right side and browse for the answer to 

the question. Browsing for the answer was easy, given that the relevant Infor- 

 (Continued on page 10) 
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mation was highlighted on the screen. 

  

So where are we 15 years later? Apparently in the same boat except that online insur-

ance education is much more pervasive than it was then. You can get two years of CE 

credit for as little as $39.95. A great bargain if your interest is in regulatory compliance 

and not actually learning something that will benefit you, your employer, and the con-

sumers and businesses you serve. 

  
It's sad that CE is regulatorily imposed yet so poorly regulated with regard to accuracy 

and quality. Online CE credit is often based largely on word counts, with little or no re-

gard as to whether the student is being taught (assuming they actually read the course 

material and don't just take the test) relevant and technically accurate information. 
  

Shouldn't CE courses be presented at a level more advanced than a licensing school? Yet 

too many of these courses are presented at a consumer educational level at best. And 

what about the approval services that regulators employ to review CE course submis-

sions? Are they just in it for the money too? Is there no accountability? Is there no de-

sire to truly educate ourselves? Does anyone care? Is anyone listening? 
  

In 2000, when online insurance education was just starting, I created a "bad CE" parody 

web site I called LearnNothing.com that earned some national attention in a number of 

education and training publications. For a number of reasons, I took the site down after 

a while, but public demand caused it to be resurrected and industry attorney Barry 

Zalma graciously offered to house part of it at his website: 
  

http://www.zalma.com/bzindex.htm  
  

I used the aforementioned “Split Screen Technology” angle as the inspiration for my 

“Monkey-Powered” courses and “Blank Page Technology.” Sadly, it would hardly sur-

prise me at all if I could get these courses approved for insurance CE today. 

  

So, what do YOU think? Do you believe that CE education now all too often caters to the 

lowest common denominator? Does it bother you that agents are buying this stuff just 

to comply with bean counting regulatory requirements? Can or should anything be done 

about either repealing CE laws or actually enforcing them? 
  

In addition to more oversight on quality, should regulators require self-study and online 

course vendors to report their passing ratios? Should they shut down courses with pass- 

(continued on page 11) 
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ing ratios greater than X% and should a CE provider lose their license if their 

overall passing ratio exceeds that amount over a certain period of time? 

  
Is there a solution to this mess? Again, does anyone care? Is anyone listening? 
  

Flash forward to 2020… 
  

An agent and friend I know – good agent, CE course instructor, upstanding 

guy – waited until the last minute to complete his biannual CE requirement. 

So, he went online, found the course he wanted, signed up, went straight to 

the exam, and in 23 minutes had completed 3 hours of CE credits. As they say, 

the more things change, the more they stay the same. And, did I mention that 

the course was to comply with his state’s 3-hour ETHICS requirement? 

  

There is an online insurance forum with an ongoing discussion called “Any 

Suggestions on Best Online CE Site?” It has comments such as: 

  

“I use XXXXX.com. About $35 for 21 hours credit. Takes a few hours 

(maybe two) to finish and is open book.” 

  

My tongue-in-cheek response (recalling my agent friend’s experience a few 

months earlier) was, “I hope it wasn’t an ethics course!” The posters re-

sponse: 

  

“Huh? I guess you think each hour of CE should take an hour? Unless 

it’s a LIVE CE class… CE courses don’t take that long. I get unlimited CE 

from [provider’s name] for $39.95 per year… including a 16 hour Ethics 

CE course… that takes me about 15 minutes to complete. And yes, 

they are open-book courses too.” 

  

On another discussion board, someone was touting a “Fast, Easy, and Afforda-

ble Continuing Education” web site. No mention of the quality or relevance of 

the course material or whether there is any actual learning involved. They 

proudly proclaim a passing ratio of “over 98%.” 

 

What would regulators do if the passing ratios of their licensing exams were 

over 98%? I would suspect they’d insist that the exams be made a little tough- 

(continued on page 12) 
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CPCU Professional Commitment 
 

As a Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter ...  

I shall strive at all times … 

to live by the highest standards of professional conduct ...  

I shall strive to ascertain and understand the needs of others … 

and place their interests above my own ...  

And I shall strive to maintain and uphold .. a standard of honor 

and integrity … 

that will reflect credit on my profession ... and on the CPCU 

designation.  

er. Is any exam a legitimate test of learning if the passing ratio approaches 100%? Then 

why do regulators allow online CE programs that take a half hour to get 20 hours or 

more of CE credit and include exams with passing ratios near 100%? The web site in 

question has 91 reviews…NONE of them mention whether the reviewer actually learned 

anything. 

  

All of this prompted me to write (with apologies to Johnny Lee and the movie Urban 

Cowboy) this article, “Looking for Learning in All the Wrong Places.” I tell agents, the 

best place to start looking is your own state Big I association which has a vested interest 

in providing you with the best education possible. 
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Beyond the Designation: Self-
Education as an Insurance 

Career Skill 

by Kevin Quinley CPCU, AIC, ARM  

 

If you’re reading this newsletter, chances are 

you’ve already earned the letters “CPCU” after 

your name and maybe other specialty designa-

tions. What, you think that you are finished now 

with continuing education and learning? That is 

a seductive and dangerous thought. In truth, 

attaining these designations, while laudable, should represent just the 

start of an ongoing career-long habit of continuous learning. 

 

 Freed from obligations to study for upcoming examinations or 

attend CPCU classes, many insurance professionals cross the CPCU fin-

ish line exhausted, justifiably celebrating and glad that this career 

phase is over. For true professionals, it’s never over. Insurance and risk 

developments are ever-changing.  Consider developments such as 

cyber risk, block chain, artificial intelligence, autonomous cars, canna-

bis and insurtech. The speed of change accelerates yearly. Policy forms, 

new regulations, new laws, new risks, new technologies all demand 

intellectually nimble insurance practitioners to address these develop-

ments. 

 

 So it’s critical that insurance professionals take ownership for 

their own continuing education and build a lifelong learning habit, de-

spite the number of letters after one’s name on the business card. This 

learning does not necessarily lead to additional designations (although 

it might), but represent intellectual “dues” that insurance professionals 

pay to serve clients and add value to their employers and organiza-

tions. 

 

Distractions Thwarting Continuing Self-Education  

  

 Today’s insurance professional, like any business professional, 

is bombarded, carpet-bombed by multiple interruptions and distrac-

tions: the pinging and chiming of incoming emails and texts, phone 

calls, hardcopy mail, Slack communiqués and people who need “just a 

minute.” It’s amazing that we get anything done at all. Carving out un- 

(continued on page 14) 
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Beyond the Designation: Self-Education as an Insurance 
Career Skill (continued) 

interrupted blocks of time for reading, reflecting and keeping current with industry de-

velopments is a monumental task. 
 

Ability to Learn: The21st-Century Mega-Skill 

 

 For example, I subscribe to trade publications that include CLM Magazine, Best’s 

Review, Rough Notes, Business Insurance, Business Week, Fortune and Corporate Coun-

sel. In addition, I subscribe to online newsletters and blogs pertaining to insurance and 

claim developments, others related to consulting and business development. In addi-

tion, free webinars cover various insurance topics.  These include webinars offered by 

the CPCU Society, CLM, Goldberg Segalla and AM Best, to name a few. You could spend 

whole workdays accessing free webinars that seem relevant. Selectivity is key. For ex-

ample in my case, not every article or blog post is relevant or germane to my role as a 

insurance claim consultant, but many are.  

 

 The ability to learn self-directed, without external deadlines and without prod-

ding is the competitive advantage for insurance professionals in the 2020's. It is a com-

petitive advantage in a tough job market, representing a "force multiplier" for any insur-

ance professional who wants to survive and thrive amidst rapidly changing technologies, 

policy forms, emerging risks and consumer expectations. The pursuit of lifelong learning 

in insurance is arduous because there is no examination date, no deadline, no supervi-

sor or boss standing over us, saying we have to do it by “X” date, and no explicit require-

ment for mastering certain subject area domains to become promotion candidates.  

 

 Insurance professionals – – whether in marketing, agent or broker roles, under-

writing, claims, actuarial, legal or regulatory – – who embrace self-directed independent 

learning as a habit possess a competitive advantage. As author and insurance expert Bill 

Wilson states in his excellent book, "When Words Collide," devoting a mere 15 minutes 

per workday to professional reading and education adds up to a significant amount of 

continuous development. Who can, with a straight face, say that they lack 15 minutes a 

day for such an investment? 
 

Practice Tips for Busy Insurance Professionals 

 So here are five practical, actionable tips for building the habit of continuing pro-

fessional self-education: 

 

 1.  Rip and read.  As you read hardcopy publications – – National Underwriter,  

(continued on page 15) 
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Beyond the Designation: Self-Education 
as an Insurance Career Skill (continued) 

Best's Review, Business Insurance, Rough Notes, etc. – – tear out articles 

(as long as it's your copy and not the office circulation version!) you want 

to read later. Put those articles in a "READ/PENDING" folder. This is your 

parking place for content that you want to consume later. 

 

 2.  Set up a "Read/Pending" folder. I use what some attorneys call 

a "red-well" (https://tinyurl.com/yxyrxos5) but any kind of file folder will 

do, as long as it is handy and portable. 

 

 3.  Install the "Pocket" app on your desktop and smart-phone.  

Use it to download Internet articles for later reading. This avoids having to 

print hard copies of blogs or other columns you want to read and scan 

later. (Go to https://app.getpocket.com/).  This app also has a function 

where it can read out the content, so pack headphones as well! 

 

 4.  Use "waiting time" to catch up on reading. Don't go anywhere 

where you expect to wait without taking your "Read/Pending" folder. This  

includes: a doctor's office, the airport, the dentist office, the DMV, the 

dealership or oil change franchise, etc. Rather than being relegated to 

reading outdated issues of PEOPLE magazine in these offices, bring your 

own material and use interstitial time to your advantage. Knowing that 

you are putting it to good use also diminishes your stress and impatience. 

 

 5.  Download podcast content for later listening during commute 

time, doing chores, exercising, etc. An increasing amount of insurance-

specific content appears in the podcast format. This provides a terrific 

source of continuing professional education. Many professionals retain 

content better when they hear it than when they read it. Podcasts also 

provide opportunities to consume content while multitasking in relatively 

mindless endeavors such as a daily commute, preparing dinner or running 

on a treadmill. 

 

In George Leonard’s book, Mastery, he tells of a Zen monk who for 

years tried unsuccessfully to climb a Himalayan mountain.  After years of 

failed attempts, he finally positioned himself to reach the summit.  He knew 

that the summit was his the next day.  He’d trained for years to attain this 

goal, this dream, this summit.  He relished the prospect and, in his mind’s eye, 

(continued on page 16) 
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expected a transformative epiphany.  He sought some grand gesture befitting the accom-

plishment as he visualized standing on the mountain peak he’d dreamed of for years.   

 

Seeking the best celebratory idea on the eve of this milestone, he approached the 

local Zen master and asked, "What do I do when I reach the top of the mountain?" 

 

 The Zen Master's reply:  “Keep on climbing.”  

 

 I’m no Zen Master, but that's also good advice for all insurance professionals! 
 

For Further Reading … 

 

Deep Work: Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World by Cal Newport 

“How’s Your Asset?” by David Maister (article at https://davidmaister.com/articles/

hows-your-asset/) 

 

True Professionalism: The Courage to Care About Your People, Your Clients, and Your Ca-

reer by David Maister 

 

Ultralearning: Master Hard Skills, Outsmart the Competition and Accelerate Your Career 

by Scott Young 
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Analyzing the intersection between insurers, insurance brokers, and addi-

tional insureds, the Washington Supreme Court issued a significant ruling 

on certificates of insurance related to additional insured coverage. At is-

sue in the case was the standard Acord certificate of insurance issued by 

an insurance broker. The certificate of insurance listed T-Mobile as an ad-

ditional insured but contained the typical preprinted disclaimers that the 

certificate cannot "amend, extend or alter the coverage afforded by" the 

policy. In contradictory fashion, T-Mobile did not qualify as an additional 

insured under the express terms of its commercial general liability (CGL) 

policy. Yet Washington's Supreme Court sided with T-Mobile and ruled 

that the certificate of insurance's statements created additional insured 

coverage under the policy. 

 

Further, an ongoing topic of dispute since a 2004 revision of standard ad-

ditional insured endorsements has been coverage for additional insureds 

sued by an employee of the named insured. In such litigation, where the 

named insured is protected from tort claims by the applicable workers 

compensation statute, no allegation of fault is typically made against the 

named insured employer, and the coverage trigger of the additional in-

sured endorsement—injury "caused, in whole or in part" by the named 

insured—is not unambiguously activated. Appellate courts are divided as 

to the applicability of coverage in these situations. A recent Rhode Island 

Supreme Court decision put Rhode Island on the list of jurisdictions where 

additional insureds will not have coverage for third-party-over suits 

brought by the named insured's employee.  

 

Insurance Services Office, Inc. (ISO), has now filed a number of new addi-

tional insured endorsements for use with the standard CGL coverage 

form. Implementation of the new and revised forms is scheduled in most 

jurisdictions for December 1, 2019. 
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Where to eat dinner.  What time should the kids go to bed.  Asking for a raise.  Buying a 

car. When to retire.  We negotiate every day.  Whether the issue is big or small, being an 

effective negotiator is a skill that transcends our personal and professional lives. 

The best negotiators are well prepared. They have a plan but can listen objectively and 

respond appropriately.  Finally, they’re able to persuade the other side to accept the deal 

on the table.  Let’s briefly look at each of these. 

Prepare 

 

Being prepared means knowing what you’re negotiating and why.  For example, you’re 

negotiating a contract with a new supplier because your current supplier can’t meet your 

time deadlines.  Negotiating the contract is your “what” and having a supplier who can 

meet time deadlines is your “why”.  The trick is to not focus so much on the “what” that 

you forget the “why” and ignore creative solutions.  Understanding all your “whys” and 

Good negotiators use their eyes, ears and emotions to build a 
rapport with their counterpart.  

which is most important helps narrow the discussion later. 

Preparation involves research to understand your opposition.  What are their “whys”.  Did 

they recently gain or lose a big customer?  Have you negotiated with them before?  Identi-

fy what worked and what didn’t and how you can change your approach.  Research also 

involves developing alternatives in the event negotiations stall or come to an impasse.  

Identify your leverage. What can you provide in exchange for something you need? 

Listen 

Good negotiators use their eyes, ears and emotions to build a rapport with their counter-

part.  You need to be present and focused.  When you listen, you’re gathering information 

from the other side to identify their priorities, their values, deadlines and ultimately their 

bottom-line.  Use questions to obtain clarity, probe for more information so you can identi- 

(continued on page 19) 
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fy their “why”.  Listening also prevents misunderstandings, which can 

lead to delays or even the breakdown of negotiations all together. 

Listening allows you to express empathy and understanding of opposing 

interests and helps you see how their interests may conflict or align with 

your own.  This gives you the ability to respond appropriately to push-

backs. 

Persuade 

After all the preparation and listening, the actual negotiations should be 

as easy as A B C D E: 

 

Acknowledge mutual needs. 

 

Begin with a statement everyone can agree on, focusing on the end not 

the process of negotiating. Ask for cooperation or advice on how to re-

solve an issue.  If negotiating in person, avoid a seating arrangement that 

gives a combative perception such as both sides sitting on either side of a 

large conference table.  You want to create a neutral and friendly envi-

ronment. 

 

Be silent. 

 

Silence can get the other side to talk to fill the empty space and offer 

more information or even revise their position.  Silence allows you deter-

mine the negotiating style of the other side.  Are they focused on details 

or the big picture, things versus people or are they more interested in 

results rather than the process? 

 

Who should make the first offer?  If you let the other side go first, they 

may surprise you with an offer better than expected.  But if you go first, 

you have a chance to set expectations.  The best approach is determined 

by what you learned in your research and the negotiating style you iden-

tified. 

 

Concede unimportant things. 

 

Offering a concession that’s unimportant to you but can be perceived as 

(continued on page 20) 
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3 Steps to More Effective Negotiations (continued) 

important to the other side increases your leverage. Concessions are also a way to main-

tain a special relationship.  They don’t always have to be material, but still provide the oth-

er side with some leverage. 

 

However, don’t make concessions that result in an agreement that doesn’t meet your un-

derlying “why”.  Make smaller concessions initially to see how the other side reacts.   

Tactfully state your concession so the other side understands you’re what you’re doing. 

 

In your research you developed alternatives, use these as leverage as well. For example, 

you found another provider with a lower price, however you like the work of the current 

provider, but can’t afford the price increase they want.  Use the relationship as leverage. 

 

Deflect dirty tactics. 

 

Some of these include Good Cop/Bad Cop, needing to seek higher authority, a take-it or 

leave-it proposal, or stalling.  Don’t react to the tactic.  Ask for an explanation how this 

tactic advances their interests?  Calmly call them on it, but focus on the method, not the 

person. 

 

Recognize that some people aren’t intentionally trying to disrupt negotiations, but their 

style makes it difficult to work with.  Do they attack or perhaps they’re passive-aggressive?   

Again, respond to the method and not the person.  State your demands without offending.  

Use a reasonable tone of voice, don’t match theirs.  Use your body language to encourage 

openness and friendliness. 

 

Using assertive behaviors also helps defect dirty tactics.  Acknowledge you heard the other 

side. Use ‘I” statements. Repeat your need or want.  Ask questions to avoid jumping to 

conclusions.  And provide validation.  

 

End. 

 

Once you’ve got an acceptable agreement on the table that meets all or most of your 

goals, it’s time to put everything in writing. This protects all the parties involved. The 

agreement should outline what you’re receiving, how much you’re paying, identify the 

parties involved and the duration of the agreement. 

 

(continued on page 21) 
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3 Steps to More Effective Negotiations (continued) 

But what if you’re stuck.  Find something new or unexpected to trade by 

re-visiting old issues.  Take a break and gather more information.  Or rec-

ognize you’ve got other alternatives and be willing to walk away. 

 

There you have it. 3 Steps to More Effective Negotiations – Prepare, Lis-

ten and Persuade. This is just a brief overview of the negotiation process.  

For a more in-depth look IAIP offers the course – Effective Negotiation 

Skills – as part of the Certified Leadership Professional (CLP) designation 

program. 
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able individuals to expand their technical insurance skills and 
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mance of the insurance industry while adhering to the highest 
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Statements of fact and opinions are the authors and do not 

imply an opinion of the officers, individual members, or staff 

of the CPCU Society or the Coverage, Litigators, Educators 

and Witnesses (CLEW) Interest Group. 

 

Information about the CLEW IG is available at our website: 

https://clews.ig.cpcusociety.org/  

Articles Wanted! 

Share your knowledge, experience and writing skills with your 

CPCU colleagues by authoring an article for a future issue of 

CLEW NEWS.  CLEW News is published quarterly.  Topics of 

interest to CPCU consultants, litigators, expert witnesses and 

educators will be considered. 

 

Also, if you learn of an article in another publication that may 

be of interest to CLEW members let us know and we will in-

vestigate the possibility of a reprint. 

 

Please Contact CLEW News Editor-in-Chief, Michael Gay at  

michael@michaelgayconsulting.com, or CLEW Chair Christine 

Sullivan at casconsulting.llc@gmail.com. 
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